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KYBERNETIKA —VOLUME 17 (1981), NUMBER 3 
ON AN OPTIMUM PRINCIPLE FOR PARTIALLY 
OBSERVED CONTROLLED JUMP MARKOVIAN PROCESSES 
NGUYEN VAN HUU 
This paper deals with an optimum principle for partially observed controlled jump Markovian 
processes in which at each time moment some function of the state of the process is observable. 
A representation of the cost function for each control is given and a local dynamic programming 
condition involving transition intensities and aposteriori probabilities of the states of the process 
is presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Controlled jump processes have been intensively investigated by many authors, 
e.g. S. R. Pliska [7], R. Boel, P. Varaiya [ l ] , M. H. A. Davis, R. Elliott [2], C. B. 
Wan, M. H. A. Davis [9], and R. W. Rishel [8]. 
Pliska considered completely observed controlled jump Markovian processes. 
Boel and Varaiya investigated general jump process, gave a local optimality condi-
tion for value increasing controls and derived a differential equation to define the 
value function in the case of complete information. The paper by Davis and Elliott 
dealt with optimality condition for completely observed controlled jump processes 
the probability distributions of which is defined by the so-called Levy system (A", A") 
depending on control u and showed that a control is optimal iff it maximizes some 
Hamiltonian. Wan and Davis derived conditions for existence of an optimal control 
for the case of complete information. The paper by Rishel dealt with the minimum 
principle and dynamic programming conditions for two dimensional jump Markovian 
processes when only one component is observable. 
This paper concerns partially observable controlled jump Markovian processes 
in which at each time moment some function of the state is observable. A representa-
tion of the value function and a local dynamic programming condition involving 
transition intensities and aposteriori probabilities of the states of the process are 
obtained. 
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2. STATEMENT OF THE CONTROL PROBLEM 
Let Q be the class of all right continuous piece-wise constant functions m(t) defined 
on [0, T] with values in i = {1, 2, ..., m}. 
For each t e [0, T] let Xt(m) be the function defined on Q by the coordinate 
mapping Xt(m) = m(t). Define the cr-algebras 
#", = a(Xs(m), s | ( ) , 0 < t g T. 
Since X,(m) is right continuous piece-wise constant in t, !F = {^„ 0 ^ t < T} 
is a right continuous family, i.e. #", = f) ^%-
s > f 
To state control problem for a partially observed controlled jump Markovian 
process on finite horizon suppose the following: 
(S,) A subset Z of Euclidian space Rk is given and the cr-algebra 3/1 of its Borel 
subsets is defined. (Z, ^ ) represents the control space. 
(52) A family of increasing cr-algebras {^„ 0 g t < T} is defined so that <8t c #",. 
^ , is regarded as the cr-algebra of all observable information up to time t. 
(53) Consider the class °U of all functions u : Q x [0, T] -+ Z such that M is a ^-
predictable function, i.e. u(m, t) is measurable with respect to the cr-algebra on 
Q x [0, T] generated by all ^-adapted left continuous functions v : Q x [0, T] -* Z, 
where ^ = {&„ 0 % t iS T]. °ll is called the class of admissible controls. 
(54) There is a bounded measurable function 
q :I x I x Z -* R + 
such that q(i, i, z) = 0 for all i el, z e Z. 
Let T1( T2, ... (T, < T2 < ... < T) be the jump times of X, on [0, T], #(A) denote 
the indicator of the set A, and 
(1) Nt(t) = Ix(XTk = i), iel. 
Thus Nt(t) is the counting process of the jumps of the process [Xt, 0 ^ t S T} into 
state i on time interval [0, (]. 
It is easy to see that 
&, = a(Xs(m), j g l ) = a(Nt(s), s St, iel). 
According to Theorem 3.6 of Jacod [4], to each u and to fixed initial probabilities 
Pi (pi !££ 0, ]£ p. = 1) there exists a unique probability measure P" on (Q, tFT) 
IE / 
such that 
(i) P"{X0 = i}= Pi, iel, 
(ii) jjVi(f) - J q (Xs, i, us) ds, 0 < r ^ Tl 
is an (J5", Pu)-martingale for all i e I. 
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Definition 2.1. The family {X„ (§„ &„ P",Q g t < T} defined above is called 
a partially observed controlled jump Markovian process. 
For ut — z e Z the process {_\Tt, J*,, F", 0 S I i T) is Markovian with transition 
intensities q(i,j,z) for i + j , and with the initial distribution j> = (pt, ..., p,„), 
i.e. the probability measure Pz is defined by p and transition probabilities 
pzfy __ , / Y __ A _ f-('.j '
 Z) A ; + ° ( A f ) f 0 r ' * !' 
as At -y 0, where 
1 - q(i, z) At + o(At) for ;' = j 
Ф>z) = I -0>j-)-
The process maintains the Markovian property for ut = u(Xt). For this reason 
the process (X„ ZFt, P"), u e Ql is called a Markovian controlled process with control­
led transition intensity. 
Furthermore, we can fix a measure P on (Q, ^T) such that 
(i) P(X0 = i) = P i , tel, 
00 íед - ľb - *(** = o] 4 
is an (#", P)-martingale for all i e I. 
Thus (X„ !F„ P, 0 <i t <i T) is Markovian process with transition intensities 1 
for i + J. 
It follows from Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 4.5 in [4] that P" <4 P on J*"- and 
(2) dPu/dP = exp (L"T) 
where 
(3) L"t = [\m - 1 - I <?(_,, i, »,)] ds + X Z ( Z S _ = X s) log q(Xs_, Xs, us) 
Jo teJ «§-__« 
= f _> - - - I -(^,. '. ».)] d* + I flog «(-*» '", «.) dIVf(s) J o fej tor J o 
with the convention that 0 log 0 = 0, and ATS_ = lim Xt. 
tu 
Further, let E and E" denote the expectation with respect to P and P", respectively. 
Putting 
Q" = exp (L"T), g's(u) = exp (L"t - L s ) , 0 $ 5 ^ . g T, 
we have 
S_(M) = 2_0() -X w ) ' 5 = r = t 
and 
E{QI(U)1^S} = 1 for all 0 g s ^ T. 
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Let <%s be the collection of the restrictions of admissible controls w of "It to (s, f] 
w i t h <^l = <%. 
It is easy to see that the class °U has the following property: 
Let u 6 <M%, v e aUTs, then w = uv defined by 
, ч fu(í) for 0 < t < 
w(t) = } w ~ _ 
\v(i) for s < í < 
also belongs to °ll. 
Let us now consider the cost structure. 
Assume given bounded functions 
c : [0, T] x / x Z - R , r : [0, T] x I x I x Z -> R 
such that r(f, /, i, z) = 0 for all (t, i, z) e [0, T] x / x Z. We associate with each 
trajectory the cost of the form 
f c(t, X„ «,) d( + Y '"('> x r -> x » ut) • 
Jo o g ( g r 
Then the expected cost on [0, T] is given by 
(4) J(«) = E" [ [Tc(t, X„ ut) df + X r(f, X,_, X„ «,)] . 
Uo 0S'^T J 
Definition 2.2. Suppose that u e °U\, v e °UTt, then the quantity 
(5) Jt(u, v) = E- | |
r c : ds + ( I < r ^ r j > 
where for brevity 
ĉ  = c(s, X„ p.) , rBs = r(s, Z s _, Z s , Ps) , 
is called the remaining cost from time t onward. 
The function 
(6) V(t, u) = A Jt(u, v) 
ue* t T 
is called the value function, where A denotes the infimum operator. 
Note that the function V(t, u) defined as the infimum of {Jt(u, v), v e <%J} in space 
Li(P") — a complete lattice with customary ordering structure of functions — always 
exists. 
Definition 2.3. A control u* e °ll is said to be optimal if 
J(u*) = inf J(u) = J* . 
uslt 
The problem is to find an optimal control, if it exists. 
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3. ON NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
FOR OPTIMALITY 
Using the relative completeness of the set <% — a modification of Lemma 3.1 
in [3] — we obtain the following Bellman's dynamic programming condition for 
optimality: 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that h > 0 and 0 <= s = s + h = T. Then for each %
+h 
holds 
(7) V(s, u ) g E u { [ c"tdt+ £ r" + V(s + h,u)l<&\ P" -a . s . 
U s s^,Ss+h J 
In particular, u* is optimal iff the equality in (7) holds for u = u* and for all s, h > 0. 
Let us now consider a special form of (S as follows: 
Assume given a mapping <p : I -» 7 = { l , . . . n), n = m, and let Yt = cp(Xt) 
be the observable process, 
<gt = ^ = ff(Y,sgi), &*• = {j^-f
A, o = f 5| T} , 
JVj(r) be the counting process of jumps of {Y„ 0 g J <i T} into the state j e I on [0, t]. 
Lemma 3.1. {Nj(t) - Aj(t), 0 g £ ̂  T},jel, are (^"A, P") - martingales, where 
(8) Aj(t)=^y{q(XsJ,ua)l^}ds 
with 
(9) q( i , j , 2 ) = 0 for <p(i)=j, zeZ, 
q(i,j,z)= £ q(i,k,z) for <jff(i) 4= j , i s / . " 
k-Mk)=J 
Proof. Put 
S; = {i:<p(j) = ;} c f . 
It is clear that 
Ht) = I zW*._-) * J) X(<P(XJ =;) = 
t „ S ( 
- H x(<K**„-) * i) z(-*«, = 0 = 1 f W ( * . - ) *!') diV<(s) • 
ieSjtn^t isSjJ0 
hence 
# / 0 - f ' l X(<P(XS-) * j) g(X,_, i, us) ds = 
Jo isS; 
= I f V<K*.-) * J) [dN,{s) - q(Xs, i, us) ds] 
*Sj J o 
is an J*-martingale. 
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According to Theorem 18.3, [5] {Nj(t) - Aj(t), 0 g t ^ T} is an i^-mar t in-
gale. D 
The following theorem gives us a sufficient condition for optimality. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that there is a constant J * and to each ME 1 ? / exist an 
J^-adapted function v(t, u) and &A-predictable function Wj(t, u), t e [0, T], 
jet, satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) E" J \v(t, u)\ dt < oo , E" J \Wj(t, u)\ q(X„j, ut) dt < oo , 
Jo Jo 
(ii) J* + J v(t, u) dt + £ j Wj(t, u) dNj(t) = 0 , T"-a.s., 
J o J*' J o 
(iii) 0 ^ v(t, u) + £ Wj(t, u) E"{q(X„ j , ut)l&?} + E"{c*(t, X„ ut)\&?} = 
jet 
= G(t,u), 
say, for almost all r e [0 ,T ] , where 
(10) c*(t, i, z) = c(t, i, z) + £ q(i,j, z) r(t, i,j, z) . 
jel 
Then J* < j(u) for all u. If u* is a control such that G(t, u*) = 0, then u* is an 
optimal control and in this case 
(11) V(s, u*) = J* + [\(t, u*) dt + X I V / t , «*) dJV;(t) 
J o Jel J o 
is the value function corresponding to u*. 
Proof. Take ue<%.lt follows from (ii) and (iii) that 
0 = J* + E" C[v(t, u) + Y Wj(t, u) 4(X„j, u,)] dt + 
Jo M 
+ E " I \TWj(t, u) [dNj(t) - q(x„j, ut) dt] = 
jel (.0 
= J* + E" C[v(t, u) + £ Rtfl-, «) E"{4(X(,J, u , ) /*?}] dt ^ 
J 0 Jet 
^ J* - E" f E"{c*(t,X„ u,)!&?} dt = J* - E" j c*(f,Xt, u,) dt = 
= J* - E" Tf c"s ds + £ r{\ m J* - J ( « ) . 
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The before last equality follows from the fact that 
(12) E"[ £ r(t, Xt_, X„ «,)] = E» I Cr(t, Xt_, i, ut) dNt(t) = 
0_t_T i e / J o 
-=£E"f r(t,Xt,i,ut)q(Xt,i,ut)dt. 
te/ J o 
Thus J* ^ J(u). 
It is clear that the inequality becomes equality if G(s, u) = 0 at u = u*. Hence 
J* = J(u*), i.e. w* is an optimal control. 
Further, for V(s, u*) defined by the right-hand side of (11) we have 
V(s, u *) = E"*{ V(s, u *)/J5-;} = 
= -E" j f v(t, u*) df + £ f JV,(f, «*) dtf/f) /^; 1 = 
= -E" jTi<t, "*) df + g |V,(f, u) E"*{4(X(,;,uf)/^r} df/j 
= fV{c*(f,zr, «?)/#•;} df = 
= P*{fVdt+J>r/^Al, by (12). 
On the other hand by (iii) 
V(s, u*) ^ £"*" I f cjdf + £ rv,l&? j = Js(u*, p) 
for all y e <8fJ. Therefore u* is an optimal control and 
V(s, ii*) = inf Js(u*, v) 
VЄV^ 
is the value function corresponding to the control u*. fj 
We shall show below that functions p(f, u), FF,(f, u),jel, and constant J* satisfying 
conditions (i) — (iii) of Theorem 3.2 always exist, and the value function has the form 
(11) not only for optimal control, but also for arbitrary admissible controls. The 
result is more general than a similar result in [l] in which the representation holds 
only for the so-called increasing value controls. 
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Theorem 3.3. There exists a constant J*, and to each u e°U exist ^A-adapted 
function v(t, u) and J* A-predictable functions Wj(t,u), jel, t s [0, T] satisfying 
conditions (i) - (iii) of Theorem 3.2 such that the value function V(t, u) can be 
written in the form 
(13) V(t, u) = J* + \ v(s, u) di + I I Wj(t, u) djRj(t) 
Jo J^Jo 
Further, a control u* is optimal iff G(t, u*) = 0 (6t x dP"*) -a.s., where G(t, u) is 
defined in (iii) of Theorem 3.2. 
Proof. Since c and r are bounded, there is constant Cx such that \c*(t,X„ wt)| <, 
g Cl for all f e [0, T]. Choosing a constant C2(C2 > C,) and considering the 
process 
V(s, u) = V(s, u) + C2s 
we obtain by (7) and (12) 
(14) V(s, u) - E"{F(s + h, u)jSF*} < 
= E" i f V('>xt>«.) - c i ] df/jr; 1 < o 
for each u e V0
+h, 0 ^ s < s + h S T. Thus V(s, u) is a submartingale wrt (P", ^ A ) . 
In order to obtain the Doob-Meyer decomposition for submartingale V(s, u) we have 
to prove that the mapping s -» E" V(s, w) is continuous, and hence V(f, u) has a right 
continuous modification. 
By definition, for each u e aUt0
+h such that u = u0 on [0, f], « = w, on (t, f + h], 
(15) V(f, M) = A E"" [ | c*O, Zs, vs) ds/J^j >, 
> A E^' J f c*(s, Zs, vt) ds/^t
A 1 + 
+ A A E - ^ J f c*(s,Xs)I;2)ds/^t
Aj > 
^ - C.ft + A E"01" •"2 j f c*(s, Xs, v2) ds/#-
A 1 . 
»1,»2 [Jt + h J 
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Note that for each w0 e <%'0; ut, vx e
 aUt+h, v2 e °tt
T
+h we have 
R= E" J c*(s, Xs, v2(s)) ds/i^ i. -
h i 
- E"°"'̂  | f c*(s, Xs, v2(s)) ásj^A = 
E |ť?S(«o) Q\*\»x) QI+HM í C*(S, XS, V2) ásj^Á 
-{eÓMetyi^)/-^} 











where S denotes the numerator of the above fraction. Further, 
(17) \s\ = c E{e'0(u0) {et+XvJ - e ; > . ) | ZIQIMI^+HW?} = 
= CE{eo(Ko)|e;>1)-^>i)|/^r
A}^ 
= C E{eo(Uo) E[ | e rVi ) - 1 | + k n « i ) - i |/^ t]/^
A} 
where C is some constant. 
Let us now estimate the conditional expectation 
E{\Q
t+h(v)~ l\j&t} for v6®
,+h. 
According to (2), (3) we have 
(18) E{\e',+h(v) - ll/J*-,} = E | exp (C\m - 1 - g q(Xs, i, „.)] ds + 
+ I P + log <?(*.-, i, »,) dNt(s)\ - 1 l*\ = 
= E|exp (C301h + C302 £ [JV,(( + A) - JV;(t)]) - l|/^,} 
iel 
where 0ls 02 are ^+rmeasurable random variables satisfying |0j|, |02| j£ 1, whereas 
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C3 is some constant dominating |m — 1 — £ q(i,j, z)|, [log tj(.,j, z)| for all / el, 
Jel 
i + j e I and z e Z. 
It is easy to verify that for any real numbers hx — 0, ft2 S: 0 holds 
|exp(e ih1 + e2h2) - l| S |exp(/i, + h2) - l | . 
Applying this inequality to (18) we obtain 
(19) 
E{\Q'+\V) - l|/#-,} = E{|exp(C3ft + C3 I [iV;(/ + ft) - A';(/)] - l|/^,} . 
ie/ 
Further, note that 
X TiV;(/) - j"(l - *(XS = /)) dsl = lNt(t) -(m- 1) / 
ielL Jo J « 
is an (!F, P)-martingale. Thus Ŷ  Nt(t) is a Poisson process with intensity m — 1, hence 
ie/ 
X Cl̂ iO + 'O ~~ l^.(0] ^ a s u nder P the Poisson distribution with parameter (m — l)h 
iel 
and is independent of 3Ft. Consequently, from (19) follows 
(20) 
-{!<?.») - 1 | W = f [exp (C3(h + ;)) ~ 1] [(m - 1) h]
J * ~ ^ = 
j»o ; ! 
= exp ((C3 + (m - 1) (exp (C3) - 1)) ft) - 1 = «(ft) = 0(h) . 
It results from (17), (18) that |S| i% 2C a(h) E{Q'0(U)\^^}. Hence |R | = C4h, uni-
formly in v. 
From (15), (16) and the above inequality we obtain 
V(t, u) = - ( C t + C4) h + A E"°"' { f c*(5 ; 2T„ »2(s)) d.s/J%
Al = 
» - ( C j + C4) /; + E"{V(/ + /,, u)l^t} 
with notice that u = u0u, e °U0
+h, or 
(21) 0 = V(/, M) - E"{V(/ + h, u)j^,
A} = - (C, + C4 + C2) ft = - C h . 
Consequently, 
|E" F(f, U) - E" V(t + h,u)\ -> 0 as ft -> 0 . 
This completes the proof of continuity of E" V(t, u). 
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According to Theorem T. 4. (iii) in [6], submartingale V(t, u) has a right conti-
nuous modification and for simplicity we also use the notation V(t, u) for the modifi-
cation. 
Further, Theorem T. 31 in [6] allows us to represent V(t, u) in the form 
(22) V(t,u) = J* + R"t + M"t 
where M" is an J7A-martingale, R" is an JzrA-adapted natural increasing process, 
J* = V(0, u) = K(0, u). Further, 
(23) Rut = w-lim f V
1 E"{V(s + h,u) - V(s, «)/#",*} ds 
*~° Jo 
where w-lim is the limit meant in the sense of the o(Lx, L^-topology, i.e. £h(co) —• £(co) 
in Lt(P") iff for any bounded random variable g(co) defined on Q holds 
ґ ąco)g(co)dP%co)-+ ґ ţ(co)g(co)dP\ 
J ß J я 
as й -> 0 . 
Let tJ4(o>, s) be the integrand in (23). By (21), |&(c», s)| rg C. Thus for each s e [0, T] 
{£,h(co, s), 0 | A | T} is a set of uniformly integrable random variables, hence, 
by the same method as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [3] we obtain 
(24) R" = [f}(s, u) ds 
where /?(s, u) = w-lim £h(co, s). 
Further, according to Theorem 5.4 of Jacod [4], J5"*-martingale M" can be repre-
sented in the form 
(25) M"t = £ [wis, u) \dNj(s) - E"{d(Xs, j , us)\^^} ds] 
jeljo 
where Wj(s, u) is J7'*-predictable and 
E" j \Wj(s, u)\ Q(Xs,j, us) ds < oo . 
It follows from (22), (24), (25) that 
V(t, u) = J* + [p(s, u) ds + £ f V / s , «) [diV/s) - E"{.?(XS,;, H . ) / * ? } ds] , 
Jo j ' e /Jo 
hence 
F(í, и) = V(t, u) - ľ c 2 ds = J * + ľ [ÎJ(S, и) ds + X И/(s, u) dN/s)] 
J 0 J o J£І 
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with 
v(s, u) = p(s, u) - £ Wj(s, u) l"{q(XsJ, us)/J^} - C2 . 
jel 
Thus V(t, u) has always the form (13) for all u e °U. To prove condition (iii) and the 
last assertion we employ the representation (13) and Theorem 3.1, according to 
which we obtain 
V(f,u) - E"{V(t + h,u)j^t
A} = 
= - E" | J v(s, u) ds + *£ f Wj(t, u) dft ( s ) / ^ ! = 
= - E" | (,+ v(s, u) ds + £ T " W/-, u) E"{$(ZS, j , us)/J^} dsl&A = 
= - E" j j c(s, X5J us) ds + X J K
s> Z*> M*) « ( z " *> us) dsl&A 
or equivalently 
(26) h'1 E" I f G(s, u) ds/^,A | = 0 . 
Let g(a>) be arbitrary bounded random variable. It is easy to see that 
,[,,.,{[- G(s, u) ds\ѓFt = h~l Г\»[gE"{G(s,u)l^î}]ds 
-» E"[a G(t, u)] as ft j 0 for almost all i e [0, T] . 
Consequently, by (26), G(f, u) ^ 0 (di x dP")-a.s. . 
Further, it is clear that u* is an optimal control iff 
E"*|Г+ G(s, u*) dsj^Л = 0 
and hence, by the same argument as above, G(s, u*) = 0 (dt x dP"*)-a.s.. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. • 
Remark. Put p"(i) = P"{Xt = i\SFt}, iel. p" is the aposteriori probability 
of state i. Then the function G(t, u) defined in Theorem 3.2 can be represented 
in the form 
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